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Weconsider Vallis’ symmetric and asymmetric Lorenzmodels for El Niño—systems of auton-
omous ordinary differential equations in 3D—with the usual parameters and, in both cases,
by using rigorous numerics, we locate topological horseshoes in iterates of Poincaré return
maps. The computer-assisted proofs follow the standard Mischaikow–Mrozek–Zgliczynski
approach. The novelty is a dimension reduction method, a direct exploitation of numerical
Lorenz-like maps associated to the two components of the Poincaré section.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Consider Vallis’ model for El Niño
_x ¼ By Cðxþ pÞ; _y ¼ xz y; _z ¼ xy zþ 1 ð1Þ
with parameters B ¼ 102; C ¼ 3 and p ¼ 0 in Vallis [1,2]
and B ¼ 102; C ¼ 3 and p ¼ 0:83 in Tung [3]. Case p ¼ 0
of system (1) can be transformed to the Lorenz system
_x ¼ rðy xÞ; _y ¼ rx y xz; _z ¼ xy bz ð2Þ
with r ¼ C; b ¼ 1, and r ¼ BC by the following afﬁne substi-
tution [3]:
x! x; y! C
B
y; z! C
B
zþ 1:
The general analysis of (1) is parallel to the one of the
classical Lorenz system (2) in Sparrow [4]. For
a ¼ aðpÞ > 0 sufﬁciently small and R ¼ RðpÞ > 0 sufﬁciently
large, Vðx; y; zÞ ¼ aðpÞx2 þ y2 þ z2 deﬁnes a quadratic
Liapunov function outside the ball of radius R (centered
at the origin) and implies that the point at inﬁnity isrepulsive. Since the divergence is C  2 < 0, system (1)
admits a compact global attractor A ¼ Ap of measure zero.
Both for p ¼ 0 and p ¼ 0:83, system (1) has three equilibria
and Ap looks like an upside down and slightly distorted
copy of the standard Lorenz butterﬂy. For p – 0, rotation
symmetry [5] is broken and one wing becomes less devel-
oped than the other. Please see Figs. 1 and 2.
Topological approaches to chaos detection in ordinary
differential equations are based on analyzing return maps
associated to Poincaré sections. A further dimension reduc-
tion, if possible, plays a vital role here.
The aim of the present paper is to provide a computer-
assisted proof for chaos in (1), both for p ¼ 0 and p ¼ 0:83.
We follow the Mischaikow–Mrozek–Zgliczynski approach
[6–9] for chaos detection in Poincaré return maps. This
approach does not require global Poincaré sections. It
requires disjoint, carefully selected quadrangles L and R
on a carefully selected local Poincaré plane such that the
return map on L [ R—in most cases, not the return map
itself, but some iterates thereof—is subject to a number
of topological constraints.
Preparing for a computer-assisted proof for chaos in
system (1), we pass to the set
Sðz0Þ ¼ fðx; y; zÞ 2 R3 j z ¼ z0 and xy < 1 z0g; ð3Þ
the subset of the horizontal plane z ¼ z0 where the vector
ﬁeld points upward. The solution ﬂow intersects Sðz0Þ
Fig. 1. The horizontal plane z ¼ 0:3 intersecting the global attractor Ap ,
case p ¼ 0.
Fig. 2. The horizontal plane z ¼ 0:3 intersecting the global attractor Ap ,
case p ¼ 0:83.
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up. For 0 < z0 < 0:8, computer simulation suggests that
Ap \ Sðz0Þ ¼ Cupðz0Þ [ C‘pðz0Þ; ð4Þ
the union of two components. Throughout the present
paper, letter C with superscripts u and ‘ refers not only to
a pair of components of a Poincaré section but also to
how these components look like, the ‘upper curve’ and
the ‘lower curve’.
Though Cupðz0Þ and C‘pðz0Þ are dynamically interrelated,
we look for chaos on Cupðz0Þ and on C‘pðz0Þ separately.
When doing this, the representability of Cupðz0Þ and C‘pðz0Þ
via real functions of the x variable implies that also the
(ﬁrst, the second, and the third iterates of the) return maps
can be represented as real functions of the x variable, with
a ﬁnite number of jump discontinuities. Both for p ¼ 0 and
p ¼ 0:83 with z0 ¼ 0:3, the real functions obtained satisfy
the standard Li–Yorke conditions for chaos in one dimen-
sion and give rise to the quadrangles L and R needed in
the Mischaikow–Mrozek–Zgliczynski approach almost
automatically. All in all, they provide a direct link between
chaos in one- and in two-dimensional dynamical systems.
Our quadrangles L and R are essentially interval segmentsof the ‘curve’ Cupðz0Þ for z0 ¼ 0:3, slightly thickened in the
y direction.
The dimension reduction outlined above has several
similarities to the construction of branched manifold mod-
els for Lorenz and Rössler type attractors in R3 [4,10]
where monotonicity properties and jump discontinuities
of auxiliary functions in one dimension play a key role in
explaining the underlying global dynamics [11–13].
The Mischaikow–Mrozek–Zgliczynski approach does
not lead to an understanding of the global dynamics. It
leads only to results stating that the global dynamics is
at least as complicated, say, as the dynamics of the full shift
on the space of two symbols.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
begins with recalling the derivation [1] of (1) and ends
with some remarks on El Niño (El Niño Southern
Oscillation, ENSO) modeling from the view-point of chaos
theory. Concluding Section 2, we report on ordinary and
delay equation models demonstrating that existence or
nonexistence of chaos depends heavily on discretization
and truncation operators chosen. The main result, pointing
to a possible difference between the nature of chaos on
Ap \ Sðz0Þ for z0 ¼ 0:3 in the symmetric case p ¼ 0 and
the asymmetric case p ¼ 0:83, is stated as Corollary 1 in
Section 3.3. Section 3 begins with motivating the choice
z0 ¼ 0:3 and goes on with the deﬁnition of the numerical
Lorenz-like maps associated to the components of the
Poincaré section. Section 4 preceding the Discussion is
devoted to the computer-assisted proofs themselves.2. Chaos in simple models for El Niño
The El Niño phenomenon is a devilishly irregular,
anomalous, Christmas time warming of the coastal waters
off Peru and Ecuador about every 3–6 years that has an
enormous impact on global climate. Our general reference
is the monograph of Sarachik and Cane [14], with a par-
ticular emphasis on the ‘‘Noise or chaos? Stable or unstable?
Linear or nonlinear? Does it matter and can we tell?’’ discus-
sion on pages 280–283.
Vallis model (1) is an x  U; y  Te  Tw; z  Teþ
Tw  2Td afﬁne equivalent form of system
_U ¼ b Te  Tw
L
 cðU  UÞ ð5Þ
Lh
d
dt
Tw ¼ UhTw þ Te2 þWL
Tw þ Td
2
 aLhðTw  TÞ ð6Þ
Lh
d
dt
Tw ¼ UhTw þ Te2 WL
Te þ Td
2
 aLhðTe  TÞ ð7Þ
in the variables U (velocity of the west–east ocean current
at the middle of the upper layer) and Tw; Te (averaged tem-
peratures of the upper ocean layer in the western and east-
ern Paciﬁc). The ocean current is driven by the surface
wind which, in turn, is generated by the temperature gra-
dient. The symmetry between upwelling and downwelling
is the result of mass conservation, implying also that
WðtÞL ¼ UðtÞh for each t 2 R. Deep ocean temperature
under the thermocline is taken for Td ¼ const. Correction
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shown in Fig. 3.
Though (1) is only a toy model for El Niño, the para-
meter triplets B ¼ 102; C ¼ 3; p ¼ 0 in Vallis [1,2] and
B ¼ 102; C ¼ 3; p ¼ 0:83 (() U ¼ 2075 kmmonth, the aver-
age effect of trade winds) in Tung [3] carry some physical
meaning. Also the chaotic simulations in [2,3] are not abso-
lutely incompatible with El Niño observations.
Eqs. (6) and (7) without the damping terms describe
heat exchange between the three ocean segments consid-
ered. This part of system (5)–(7) can be obtained from
the 2D heat advection equation @T
@t ¼  @ðuTÞ@x  @ðwTÞ@z via
two-point centered ﬁnite differences. However, existence
or non-existence of chaos depends on the grid and the dis-
cretization method chosen. As Vallis [2] himself observes, a
two-point upwind scheme results in an apparently
bisTable 3D system of ordinary differential equation mod-
eling El Niño.
Thus the situation is the same as with the derivation of
the classical Lorenz equations. System (2) is obtained via
keeping the ﬁrst three coefﬁcients in a double Fourier
expansion when solving the convection equations of
Saltzman. Depending on which Fourier modes are kept,
the qualitative properties of the approximating systems
of ordinary differential equations differ considerably. Not
all of them are chaotic and even if chaotic, the dynamical
behavior at the onset of chaos varies on a case to case basis.
This is a widely studied area of research [2,15].
Concluding this section, some recent results on delay
equation models for El Niño dynamics are reported. Both
in the Suarez–Schopf model [16]
_xðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ  axðt  sÞ  x3ðtÞ ð8Þ
and in the Battisti–Hirst model [17]
_xðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ  axðt  sÞ  bðxðtÞ  cxðt  sÞÞ3; ð9ÞL
Td
Tw
upwelling   W
        Wind   dr
horizontal   a
L
h
U
h
upper   o
deep   o
WEST
THERMOCLINE
Fig. 3. Vallis’ model for heat ﬂuctuations in the west–east section of the equatoria
speciﬁed.x ¼ xðtÞ can be roughly identiﬁed with Te ¼ TeðtÞ. Clearly
Eq. (8) is the b ¼ 1; c ¼ 0 special case of Eq. (9). By a
theorem of Tibor Krisztin [18], an application of the
Poincaré–Bendixson type theorem of Mallet–Paret and
Sell [19], the existence of a compact global attractor in
Eq. (8) is proven but the existence of chaos is excluded,
for all reasonable parameter values. On the other hand,
when equipped with the original parameters, Eq. (9) seems
to be chaotic [20]. This latter claim is supported by strong
numerical evidence.3. Connecting chaos in one and two dimensions
Now we return to (3) and (4) and take z0 ¼ 0:3 in the
sequel.
3.1. Motivating the choice for z0
The return map as a self-map of Cupðz0Þ is deﬁned by
restricting the return map to the maximum possible subset
of Cupðz0Þ with the property that both domain and range are
subsets of Cupðz0Þ. Chaos on Cupðz0Þ is understood in the sense
of chaos for (iterates of) the return map as a self-map of
Cupðz0Þ.
In order to select a value for z0, it is important for us
that—forgetting about the Cantor book structure—both
Cupðz0Þ and C‘pðz0Þ are representable as graphs of continuous
real functions of the x variable. For 0 < z0 < 0:26, the left
end of Cupðz0Þ and the right end of C‘pðz0Þ fold back and make
such a simple representation impossible. Please see the left
panel of Fig. 4 presenting A0 \ Sðz0Þ for z0 ¼ 134, the plane
containing also the pair of equilibria 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
33
p
;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
33
p
34 ;
1
34
 
.
The folds disappear for 0:27 < z0 < 0:8. The right panel of
Fig. 4 shows Cu0:83ðz0Þ and C‘0:83ðz0Þ for z0 ¼ 0:3.L
Td
Te
-W   downwelling
iven
dvection
h
cean layer
cean
EAST
l Paciﬁc. Here L is taken for 7500 km but the value of h does not need to be
Fig. 4. A0 \ S 134
  ¼ Cu0 134  [ C‘0 134  with the folds (left panel) and A0:83 \ Sð0:3Þ ¼ Cu0:83ð0:3Þ [ C‘0:83ð0:3Þ represented as the union of graphs of the continuous
real functions y ¼ mu0:83ðxÞ and y ¼ m‘0:83ðxÞ (right panel).
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Fig. 5 portraying the second iterate of the return map as a
self-map of Cu0ðz0Þ for z0 ¼ 0:272; z0 ¼ 0:286, and z0 ¼ 0:3
in a vicinity of ﬁxed points. There is a unique ﬁxed point
for z0 ¼ 0:272. Observe the development of the continuous,
increasing branches resulting in additional ﬁxed points for
z0 ¼ 0:3. The crucial part of (the right panel of) Fig. 5 is
shown on the right panel of Fig. 6 as well. The continuous,
increasing branches about the ﬁxed points at x ¼
1:847 . . . and x ¼ 1:696 . . . are long enough to open up
the possibility of applying Theorem 1 below, a central
result of the Mischaikow–Mrozek–Zgliczynski approach.
3.2. The deﬁnition of the numerical Lorenz-like maps
Recalling (3) and (4) again, we set
S ¼ fðx; y;0:3Þ 2 R3 j xy < 0:7g:
For p ¼ 0 and p ¼ 0:83, the upper part and the lower part of
S are deﬁned by using a separation line y yp ¼ mpðx xpÞ
we specify ﬁrst. Let-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5  0  0.5
-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.
Fig. 5. The creation of additional ﬁxed points on Cu0ðz0Þ for the second return ma
panel), and z0 ¼ 0:3 (right panel).ðxp; yp;mpÞ ¼
ð3:202;0:207;0:06402Þ if p ¼ 0
ð2:855;0:209;0:06389Þ if p ¼ 0:83

and take
Sup ¼ fðx; y;0:3Þ 2 S j y yp > mpðx xpÞg;
S‘p ¼ fðx; y;0:3Þ 2 S j y yp < mpðx xpÞg:
For the purposes of the present paper, the set Ap \ S is rep-
resented by the tail of the sequence of consecutive upward
numerical intersections between the trajectory starting
from the point P ¼ ð0:5;1;0:3Þ 2 S and the plane of equa-
tion z ¼ 0:3. More precisely, forgetting about the last coor-
dinate of the kth upward numerical intersection point (the
kth numerical iterate of P under the return mapPp on the
Poincaré section).
PkpðPÞ ¼ xkp; ykp; zkp
 
¼ xkp; ykp;0:3
 
2 S;
the set Ap \ S is visualized by the ﬁnite sequence
xkp; y
k
p
 
2 R2; k ¼ 50;51; . . . ;100000:5  0  0.5
-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5  0  0.5
p as z0 reaches 0:3 from below: z0 ¼ 0:272 (left panel), z0 ¼ 0:286 (middle
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referred to by subscripts S and A (symmetry versus asym-
metry), respectively. The upper part and the lower part of
AI \ S are deﬁned as
CuI ¼ AI \ SuI ; C‘I ¼ AI \ S‘I ; I ¼ S;A: ð10Þ
With a good approximation, CiI can be represented as the
graph of a continuous function y ¼ miIðxÞ; i ¼ u; ‘.
For n ¼ 1;2;3 (there is no need of going any further), a
four-member collection of numerical Lorenz-like maps
MiI;n : x
k
I ! xkþnI ; i ¼ u; ‘ and I ¼ S;A ð11Þ
is introduced, simply by specifying the respective domains.
For i ¼ u; ‘ and I ¼ S;A, the domain of MiI;n; n ¼ 1;2;3 is
chosen for the subsequence of xkI with indices 50 6 k 6
100000 n such that
xkI ; y
k
I ;0:3
  2 SiI and xkþnI ; ykþnI ;0:3  2 SiI:
Though its domain consists of only a ﬁnite set of points, we
consider MiI;n as if it were deﬁned and continuous on a
ﬁnite union of open intervals. This heuristics is made pos-
sible by the relative denseness of the actual domains.
Remark 1. Both for I ¼ S and I ¼ A, the Poincaré return
mapPI on CuI [ C‘I falls apart as the four-member collection
of mappings
PI;i!j : CiI ! C jI where i; j ¼ u; ‘: ð12Þ
The concept of iterates of the Poincaré return map as a self-
map of CiI (i ¼ u; ‘) is closely connected to the separation of
cases considered in (12). For example, the second return
map as a self-map of CuI is the union of the composite
functions
PI;u!u PI;u!u and PI;‘!u PI;u!‘
with maximum possible domains. The deﬁnition of what
we call numerical Lorenz-like maps MiI;n (i ¼ u; ‘; I ¼ S;
A; n ¼ 1;2;3) in (11) follows the same logic. The-4
-3
-2   
-1
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
-4 -3 -2 -1  0  1  2  3
Fig. 6. The graph of MuS;2, with a magniﬁed and rescaled view of a seterminology refers to the Lorenz cusp map as to the proto-
type of auxiliary real functions for studying chaos in higher
dimensions.
The graphs of mappingsMuS;2; M
u
A;3; M
u
S;1 &M
‘
S;1 andM
u
A;2
&M‘A;2 are shown in Figs. 6, 9, 11 and 12, respectively. Both
horizontally and vertically, the plotting range in all these
Figures is the interval ½4;4.
3.3. The main results of the present paper
Lorenz-like maps as deﬁned above imply quite easily
the following result on Eq. (1) with parameters B ¼
102; C ¼ 3 and p ¼ 0 (the symmetric case I ¼ S) or p ¼
0:83 (the asymmetric case I ¼ A).
Corollary 1. Mapping P2S (the second iterate of the return
map) admits a R2 -chaos on the ‘upper curve’ CuS deﬁned in
(10). Mapping P3A admits a R2-chaos on CuA.
Corollary 1 is derived as an application of the following
version of a theorem by Zgliczynski [8]. (A simple proof of
Theorem 1, based on Brouwer’s ﬁxed point theorem, can be
found in [21].)
Theorem 1. Set X ¼ R2. With x ¼ ðx1; x2Þ 2 R  R ¼ X,
deﬁne
E¼ x 2 X j 16 jx1j6 2; jx2jP 2f g; OC ¼ fx 2 X j jx1j< 1g;
R ¼ fx 2 X j 1 6 x1 6 2; jx2j 6 2g; OR ¼ fx 2 X j x1 > 2g;
L ¼ fx 2 X j  2 6 x1 6 1; jx2j 6 2g;
OL ¼ fx 2 X j x1 < 2g;
a ¼ R \ clðORÞ; b ¼ R \ clðOCÞ; c ¼ L \ clðOCÞ;
d ¼ L \ clðOLÞ:
Consider a homeomorphism u of L [ R onto uðL [ RÞ and sup-
pose that 4
-2.2
-2.1
-2
-1.9
-1.8
-1.7
-1.6
-1.5
-1.92 -1.77 -1.62
lected area (for determining the values of d; c;b and a in (15)).
-0.08
-0.075
-0.07
-0.065
-0.06
-1.85 -1.8 -1.75 -1.7
E
E
E
E
L
R
d
c
b
a
OL OC OR
Fig. 8. The ﬁnal quadrangles in proving the ﬁrst part of Corollary 1. The almost straight dashed line between L and R shows a portion of S \Msð0;0;1Þ, the
intersection between S and the stable manifold of equilibrium ð0;0;1Þ 2 R3.
-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
 3
-4 -3 -2 -1  0  1  2  3  4
E
E
E
E
L ROL OC ORd c b a
ϕ(d)
ϕ(b)
ϕ(c)
ϕ(a)
ϕ(L)
ϕ(R)
Fig. 7. The setting of Theorem 1.
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uðL [ RÞ 	 X n E: ð13Þ
Then mapping
r : Ku ¼ clðfu-periodic points with trajectories in L [ RgÞ
! R2
deﬁned by
ðrðxÞÞk ¼
0 whenever ukðxÞ 2 L
1 whenever ukðxÞ 2 R
(
for each x2Ku; k 2Zis continuous, onto and satisﬁes ru ¼ Sr on Ku. In particular,
ujKu : Ku ! Ku is semiconjugate to S : R2 ! R2, the shift
operator on the space of two symbols (the space of doubly
inﬁnite 0–1 sequences equipped with the product topology).
Any application of Theorem 1 involves a setting
homeomorphic to the horizontal–vertical setting in Fig. 7.
Rectangles L and R are typically replaced by quadrangles
with no horizontal or vertical sides. In our case, proving
the ﬁrst part of Corollary 1, intervals supporting the con-
tinuous, increasing branches about the ﬁxed points x ¼
1:847 . . . and x ¼ 1:696 . . . in Fig. 6 are instrumental.
-4
-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
-4 -3 -2 -1  0  1  2  3  4
-2
-1.8
-1.6
-1.4
-1.2
-1
-0.8
-0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1  0
Fig. 9. The graph of MuA;3, with a magniﬁed and rescaled view of a selected area (the values of d  1:2; c  0:97; b  0:25 and a  0:7) can be read from
the left panel of the ﬁgure.
-0.02
-0.01
 0
 0.01
 0.02
 0.03
-1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 -1
ϕ(d)
ϕ(b)
L
 0.11
 0.12
 0.13
 0.14
 0.15
 0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9  1
ϕ(a)
ϕ(c)
R
Fig. 10. The ﬁnal quadrangles L and R in proving the second part of Corollary 1, together with the images of the vertical segments a; b; c; d.
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the full shift.
Inspecting the right panel of Fig. 6, our ﬁrst choice for L
and R are
Linit ¼ convfdinit; cinitg; Rinit ¼ convfbinit;ainitg ð14Þ
with vertical sides
ainit ¼ fag  ½muSðaÞ  e;muSðaÞ þ e;
binit ¼ fbg  muSðbÞ  e;muSðbÞ þ e
 	
;
cinit ¼ fcg  muS ðcÞ  e;muS ðcÞ þ e
 	
;
dinit ¼ fdg  muSðdÞ  e;muS ðdÞ þ e
 	
;
respectively. Here d ¼ 1:86; c ¼ 1:82; b ¼ 1:73; a ¼
1:68 (with d; c; b;a belonging to the domain of MuS;2 andconstant 0 < e
 1 has still to be speciﬁed. The idea is if
we had a continuous function M : ½d; c [ ½b;a ! R with
the properties that
Mð½d; cÞ  ½d; c [ ½b;a; Mð½b;aÞ  ½d; c [ ½b;a ð15Þ
(a Li–Yorke sufﬁcient condition for chaos in one dimension)
and that both Mj½d;c and Mj½b;a were strictly increasing.
Borrowing a term from the theory of global optimiza-
tion, the quadrangles in (14) serve as an educated initial
guess for a successful application of Theorem 1. The ﬁnal
quadrangles are shown in Fig. 8. The unbounded sides of
the taboo set E are kept vertical.4. The proof of Corollary 1
From a purely theoretical view-point, the problem of
ﬁnding the appropriate quadrangles that satisfy condition
-4
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-4 -3 -2 -1  0  1  2  3  4
Fig. 11. The graphs of the Lorenz-like maps M‘S;1 (left panel) and M
u
S;1 (right panel): no ﬁxed points at all.
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Fig. 12. The graphs of the Lorenz-like maps M‘A;2 (left panel) and M
u
A;2 (right panel): only one ﬁxed point in both cases.
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optimization. Requiring that the eight half-lines (deter-
mining the taboo set E) are all vertical, one has to work
with 16 parameters, the coordinates of the vertices of
two general quadrangles L and R. With e ¼ 0:01, paral-
lelograms Linit and Rinit in (14) can serve as initial data for
this procedure. Though the method works for iterates of
the classical Hénon mapping [21], its combination with a
rigorous ODE solver seems to be too involved for us. We
follow the pedestrian approach instead and reﬁne Linit
and Rinit by nonrigorous and nonautomatic methods.
Having arrived at a ‘‘truly promising’’ pair of candidates
for L and R, we pass to rigorous computation and check if
condition (13) is satisﬁed or not. If not, then the entireprocess is reiterated until condition (13) is checked for
the ﬁnal quadrangles L and R.
As for the ﬁrst part of Corollary 1, we set
u ¼ P2S ; L ¼ convfd; cg; R ¼ convfb;ag ð16Þ
with the straight line segments d; c;b; a 	 S chosen for
a ¼ convfð1:686;0:061;0:3Þ; ð1:686;0:063;0:3Þg;
b ¼ convfð1:7356;0:0646;0:3Þ; ð1:7356;0:0666;0:3Þg;
c ¼ convfð1:839;0:07218;0:3Þ; ð1:822;0:07346;0:3Þg;
d ¼ convfð1:861;0:074;0:3Þ; ð1:861;0:076;0:3Þg:
See Fig. 8 again.
As for the second part of Corollary 1, we set
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with the straight line segments d; c;b; a 	 S chosen for
a ¼ convfð0:66;0:133;0:3Þ; ð0:66;0:1357; 0:3Þg;
b ¼ convfð0:24;0:1093; 0:3Þ; ð0:24; 0:112;0:3Þg;
c ¼ convfð0:95;0:0314;0:3Þ; ð0:95; 0:0335;0:3Þg;
d ¼ convfð1:18;0:0144;0:3Þ; ð1:18;0:0165; 0:3Þg:
See Fig. 10 and the preparatory Fig. 9.
It is worth mentioning that our quadrangles are all far
away from the ‘lower curve’ C‘I whereas the quadrangles
in Fig. 1 of Mischaikow and Mrozek [7] and in Fig. 3 of
Galias and Zgliczynski [9] have a nonempty intersection
both with Cu0ðz0Þ and with C‘0ðz0Þ (the notation in [7] and
in [9] is different from ours.).
The rigorous ODE solver we use is the most current,
Literate Programming C++ version2 of the VNODE package
developed by Ned Nedialkov [22]. Given an initial value on
the Poincaré plane of equation z ¼ 0:3 in R3, the solver com-
putes interval enclosures of the exact solution at various
time instances, including the endpoint of a prescribed time
interval. When combined with an adaptive time and space
subdivision algorithm, VNODE is able to compute small,
codimension one interval enclosures of the intersection
point between the exact trajectory and the Poincaré plane,
i.e., tiny rectangles on the Poincaré plane containing the
point of intersection.
For both data sets (16) and (17), condition (13) was
checked on an eight core 3:4 GHz computer. The total
CPU time was longer than two days. The program we used
can be downloaded at https://github.com/dlazesz/chaos
Remark 2. It is plausible that the ﬁrst part of Corollary 1
fails if P2S is replaced by PS. Similarly, we conjecture that
P2A has no R2-chaos on CuA. The idea is to consider the
numerical Lorenz-like mapsMuI;1;M
u
I;2; . . . ;M
u
I;n; . . . one after
the other, and to look for the minimum value of n for which
condition (15) applies. The minimum value of n depends
on whether I ¼ S or I ¼ A.
Please see Figs. 11 and 12 portraying the numerical
Lorenz-like maps MuS;1;M
‘
S;1 and M
u
A;2;M
‘
A;2, respectively. In
each subﬁgure, the number of ﬁxed points is less than two.
Actually,PS andPA have no ﬁxed points at all, and P
2
A has
a unique ﬁxed point in CuA and a unique ﬁxed point in C‘A.
Thus the existence of a conjugacy between P2A considered
as a self-map of CuA (or as a self-map of C‘A) and the shift
operator on the space of two symbols is excluded but
semiconjugacies may still be possible.5. Discussion
The approach of exploiting Lorenz-like maps in detect-
ing chaos is tailored to (return maps associated to)
Lorenz type attractors in R3. As a simple method of dimen-
sion reduction, it can hopefully be applied to2 which can be downloaded from http://www.cas.mcmaster.ca/ nedialk/
vnodelp/.diffeomorphisms in Rd having a hyperbolic structure with
one expanding and d 1 contracting directions.
Everything becomes more complicated if the number of
expanding directions is greater than one. Theorem 1 has
been generalized to higher dimensions [23], and even to
inﬁnite dimension [24]. Nevertheless, the link between
abstract theorems and real-world applications is not easy
to ﬁnd. While working at a faculty for informatics we ﬁnd
computer-assisted proofs for hyperchaos in circuit the-
ory—a Chua–Roska neural network problem [25] (recon-
sidered also in our paper [26] a year later), a Chua circuit
problem [27], a problem with memristors [28], all in four
dimensions—particularly interesting.
Some kind of dimension reduction seems to play an
indispensable role in all types of computer-assisted proofs
for chaos we are aware of, especially in those more likely
open to efﬁcient automation in the future (adaptive
set–oriented methods [29,30], reduction to constraint sat-
isfaction algorithms [31,32]). The somewhat hidden role of
unstable manifolds of saddle points in the earliest, by now
classical computer-assisted proofs of chaos [6–9] is also an
example of dimension reduction. For an explicit and algo-
rithmic presentation, we recommend [33].
In addition to dimension reduction in computer-
assisted proofs for chaos, the present paper is devoted to
comparing various iterates of Poincaré return maps from
the view-point of chaos theory. In general, the more the
number of iterates, the more complicated the dynamics.
The question on the minimum number of iterates for
which semiconjugacies to the full shift are possible is, in
our opinion, worth of further studying.
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